Abstract-A technology for multicasting packetized multimedia streams such as IPTV over the Internet backbone is proposed and explored through extensive simulations. An RSVP or DiffServ algorithm is used to reserve resources (i.e., bandwidth and buffer space) in each packet-switched IP router in an IP multicast tree. Each IP router uses an Input-Queued (IQ) switch architecture with unity speedup. A recently proposed low-jitter scheduling algorithm is used to pre-compute a deterministic transmission schedule for each IP router. The IPTV traffic will be delivered through the multicast tree in a deterministic manner, with bounds on the maximum delay and jitter of each packet (or cell). A playback buffer is used at each destination to filter out residual network jitter and deliver a very low-jitter video stream to each end-user. Detailed simulations of an IPTV distribution network, multicasting 75 high-definition video streams over a fully-saturated IP backbone are presented. The simulations represent the transmission of 129 billion cells of real video data and where performed on a 160-node cluster computing system. In the steady-state, each IP router buffers approx. 2 cells (128 bytes) of video data per multicast output-port. The observed delay jitter is zero when a playback buffer of 15 milliseconds is used. All simulation parameters are presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE delivery of new services such as IPTV, Video-on-Demand (VOD) and telerobotic control will push network infrastructures to the limit and require very high levels of QoS [1] - [3] . There are two dominant technologies for the delivery of packetized IPTV to multiple recipients over the Internet; peer-to-peer technology and IP multicast tree technology. In both systems, the delay jitter plays an important role in determining the size of queues required within the packet-switched IP routers, and the size of the playback queues at the destinations [4] . According to the IETF RFC 3393 [4] , the concept of 'jitter' is precisely summarized by the term 'IP Packet Delay Variation' (IPDV). According to [4] , the maximum IPDV is used to 'size the play-out buffers' for applications such as VOIP and IPTV, and it also determines the 'dynamics of queues within a network or router'. Therefore, minimization of delay jitter will generally reduce the number of packets or cells queued within the IP routers and the playback queues, and enable the delivery of new services which require very low jitter. ITPV is being touted as a potential driving technology for the next generation Internet [5] . However, there are many technical challenges to be resolved. Network-related QoS challenges include minimization of network congestion, delay, jitter, out of sequence packets and packet loss rates [5] . Video-related QoS challenges include minimization of channel change times and maximization of a user's perceived QoS [5] . Techniques to minimize channel change times are described in [7] - [10] . The severe negative impact of end-to-end delay and delay jitter on a user's perceived QoS, and the importance of minimizing delay and jitter, are described in [11] , [12] . Even low amounts of jitter or packet loss can result in a severe degradation of quality as perceived by users [11] . Analyses regarding the playback buffer sizes required to reduce delay jitter are presented in [12] - [14] . An intelligent packet dropping strategy which drops less important video packets when congestion is encountered is described in [14] . Techniques to optimize the performance of 'Video-onDemand' systems are described in [15] , [16] .
The US Federal Communication Commission (FCC) has mandated that all TV broadcasts occur in digital format in 2009. According to Cisco [2] : "With the deployment of these new IPTV services, existing network infrastructures will be pushed to their limits". According to [18] , problems are already visible: 'Video is clogging the internet. How we choose to unclog it will have far-reaching implications'. In early 2008, the FCC held meetings at Harvard and Stanford universities to discuss options for relieving the congestion caused by video distribution over the Internet [18] . Recognizing the problems, the US National Science Foundation has embarked on a major initiative called 'Global Initiative for Network Investigations' (GENI), which is open to a complete 'clean slate' redesign of Internet in an attempt to solve problems. In summary, new technologies which support the efficient delivery of IPTV and other multimedia services are essential.
The use of 'peer-to-peer' (P2P) technologies to deliver digital video is an alternative to the use of IP multicast trees. P2P systems rely upon the distributed storage and retrieval of content over the Internet; the content may be stored over potentially hundreds of peers, and a user requesting access typically retrieves the content in parallel from these peers. P2P technology offers high availability, high quality and ease of use, but it can suffer from excessive delays and jitter. The data is delivered to an end-user using best-effort IP service from multiple peers, and typically experiences moderate to large delays, necessitating the use of playback buffers with delays of 1-2 minutes at the end-users. The use of packet-switched IP multicast trees to deliver content is a well-established technology. According to Cisco [2] , a source node containing content is typically the root of an IP multicast tree, which consists of a tree of "access routers". Each access router receives a stream of packets from the root node, and forwards the packets to (a) other access nodes further down the tree, and (b) to end-users. According to Cisco, a typical root node may multicast up to 200 digital TV channels and a typical access-node may supply up to 10,000 users with content [2] . IP multicasting technology also offers relatively high availability, high quality and ease of use, but it can suffer from delays, necessitating the use of playback buffers with delays of 150 millisec at the end-users [2] . According to Cisco, the introduction of IPTV and VOD services is expected to increase Internet network loads significantly, creating a greater need for delivery schemes which meet QoS guarantees [2] .
In this paper, a technology for the real-time delivery of IPTV packet streams over a packet-switched IP multicast tree, with essentially-zero delay jitter and essentially-zero packet loss rate is proposed. In traditional IP multicasting, an RSVP or DiffServ algorithm is used to reserve resources such as buffer space and transmission capacity in each packet-switched IP router in the multicast tree. Each IP router then uses a dynamic switch-scheduling algorithm to schedule the delivery of packets through the switch according to QoS constraints.
Internet routers can exploit either of three basic switch architectures, the Input-Queued (IQ) switch, the Output-Queued (OQ) switch, or the Internally Buffered Crosspoint (IBC) switch. OQ switches can achieve optimal throughput but they require an internal speedup, typically by a factor of 2 or 4, which is difficult to realize and which increases costs. ICB switches can also achieve optimal throughput, but they require many internal buffers in the switching matrix which increase costs. To minimize costs, many high capacity routers exploit an IQ switch architecture. Fig. 1 illustrates a packet-switched IP router using an Input-Queued (IQ) switch architecture. Each input port has 'Virtual Output Queues' (VOQs), and the switch has a total of VOQs. Fig. 2 illustrates a packet-switched IP multicast tree, which consists of a tree of packet-switched IP routers as shown in Fig. 1 .
Consider an IP router which uses an IQ crossbar switch. IP packets containing video data arrive at the input ports. Each IP packet is disassembled into small 64-byte cells, which are stored in the appropriate at the input side of the switch. Each stores cells at input port destined for output port . The cells are transferred across the IQ switch in a series of time-slots. The IP packets are reconstructed at the output side of the router and transmitted to the next router in the multicast tree. In each time-slot, a scheduling algorithm is used to compute a set of up to cells to transfer across an IQ switch, subject to two constraints: (1) Each input port transmits at most 1 cell from its s, and (2) each output ports receives at most 1 cell from any . Scheduling for IQ switches is known to be a difficult problem [19] , [20] . The selection of a set of cells to transfer per timeslot is equivalent to finding a matching in a bipartite graph. Assuming a 40 Gbps link rate, the duration of a time-slot is 12.8 nanosec. Therefore, a scheduler for an IQ switch must compute a new bipartite graph matching every 12.8 nanosec. Existing schedulers can be classified into two classes: (1) 'Dynamic schedulers' which compute new bipartite matchings in every time-slot without any a-priori knowledge of the long-term traffic demands on the switch, and (2) 'Guaranteed-Rate schedulers' which periodically compute a sequence of matchings to be used in consecutive time-slots called a 'frame transmission schedule'. The schedule can be re-used repeatedly, and the schedule is re-computed when the long-term traffic demands of the switch are modified.
It has been shown that dynamic schedulers for IQ switches can achieve optimal (100%) throughput, if a Maximum Weight Matching (MWM) algorithm is used to compute the matching for each time-slot, wherein the largest queues receive preferential service [19] , [20] . However, the algorithm has complexity time and is considered far too computationally expensive for use in real IP routers [19] - [21] . Therefore, existing dynamic schedulers typically use sub-optimal heuristic schedulers. However, due to the severe time constraints all heuristic schedulers have sub-optimal throughput efficiencies and significant delay and jitter at high loads [21] - [24] . The iSLIP algorithm [22] used in the Cisco 1200 series routers is an iterative heuristic scheduler which can achieve throughput efficiencies as high as 80% for nonuniform traffic patterns. However, the average queuing delay per cell can approach several thousand time-slots at high loads, and the delay jitter can be equally high.
The use of TCP flow control will also introduce a significant application-specific delay and jitter at the source of an IPTV traffic flow. Given these large delays and jitter, IP routers must use large buffers to keep the transmission pipelines active. Commercial IP routers currently follow a well-established design rule called the 'classical buffer rule', where each link requires a buffer of capacity , where is the link capacity and is the round-trip time of the flows traversing the link [26] . This buffer size will generally avoid depleting the queue in an IP router and will keep the transmission pipeline active. Given a 40 Gbps link transporting TCP flows with a 250 millisec round-trip time, then B is roughly five million IP packets [26] or equivalently several tens of millions of fixed-sized cells.
A 'small buffer rule' was proposed in [27] , where , and where is the number of long-lived TCP flows traversing the router. Using the same parameters, the small buffer size is roughly fifty thousand IP packets [26] or several hundred thousand cells. More recently, [28] , [29] proposed a 'tiny buffer rule' where , where is the maximum TCP congestion window size. Using the same parameters, a buffer size of between 20-50 packets or several hundred cells may suffice if (a) the jitter of incoming traffic at the source node is sufficiently small and bounded, (b) the IP routers introduce a sufficiently small jitter, and (c) 10-15% of the throughput is sacrificed. However, [28] , [30] , [31] have argued that small buffers may cause significant losses, instability or performance degradation at the application layer. Furthermore, the design of a scheduling algorithm for IP routers with low jitter and unity speedup is in itself a significant unsolved problem [19] - [41] . In summary, there are significant problems when using existing schedulers and the inherently high jitter TCP flow control protocol in IP networks.
Guaranteed-Rate (GR) schedulers provide an alternative to dynamic schedulers. Many GR scheduling algorithms have been proposed in the literature [32] - [47] , and a brief summary is provided in Section III. To date all previous proposed GR schedulers [32] - [41] cannot achieve 100% throughput efficiency while maintaining unity 'switch speedup', and they cannot provide sufficiently small bounds on (a) the number of cells queued in each IQ switch, (b) the queuing delays within an IQ switch, or (c) the delay jitter within an IQ switch given unity speedup. To date, no commercial IP router has used a GR scheduler.
In this paper, a recently proposed GR scheduler which can provably achieve very low jitter and 100% throughput efficiency while maintaining unity speedup is explored. This GR algorithm can also provably achieve near-minimal queue sizes and delay in each IP-router [42] - [44] . In this paper, this GR algorithm is used to multicast IPTV traffic over an IP multicast tree in a fully saturated IP network, and the performance is examined through extensive simulations.
In GR schemes, an RSVP, IntServ or DiffServ algorithm is used to maintain (or incrementally update) a traffic rate matrix for each IP router. The matrix is doubly substochastic or stochastic, and specifies the guaranteed traffic rates between the IO ports of each packet-switched IP router. The matrix can then be processed to yield a sequence of switch permutations (or configurations) which can deliver the GR packets through the IP router according to delay and jitter constraints.
The scheduling algorithm in [42] - [44] converts a doubly-stochastic traffic rate matrix into a quantized matrix with integervalued elements, assuming a scheduling frame of length timeslots. The algorithm then recursively partitions the quantized matrix in a recursive and relatively fair manner, yielding a sequence of permutations (or switch configurations). The resulting sequence forms a 'frame transmission schedule', for transmitting cells through the packet-switched IP router. The sequence of permutations in a frame is repeatedly re-used, as long as the traffic rate matrix remains unchanged. When the traffic rate matrix is updated by the RSVP of DiffServ algorithm, the frame transmission schedule is recomputed.
Due to the recursive and fair nature of the scheduling algorithm in [42] - [44] , the frame transmission schedules have very low-jitter. Theoretical bounds on the delay and jitter for every flow are presented in [43] , [45] . The scheduling of multimedia streams through a chain of 10 IP routers was explored in [46] . Simulations indicate that essentially-zero delay jitter can be achieved in a 100% saturated IP network. In the steady-state, each IP router buffers roughly 2 cells per traffic flow, several orders of magnitude less buffering than current IP routers require. The scheduling of supercomputer traffic through a Fat-Tree network was explored in [47] . Simulations indicate that essentiallyzero delay jitter can also be achieved in a 100% saturated network, and that in the steady-state each IP router also buffers roughly 2 cells per traffic flow, also several orders of magnitude less buffering than current IP routers require. In this paper, we apply the scheduling algorithm in [42] - [44] to the problem of multicasting real IPTV traffic through a multicast tree in a fully saturated IP network, to explore the issue of buffer sizes in a multicast tree.
Referring to the IP multicast tree in Fig. 2 , assume that a stream of IPTV channels must be distributed to every leaf node. Therefore, a guaranteed rate traffic matrix must be specified for each IP router in Fig. 2 . The matrix will specify the amount of guaranteed bandwidth being provisioned between the IO ports of each IP router.
Assume a scheduling frame size of time-slots. A frame transmission schedule to transmit cells of data between the IO ports of each IP router is computed from the GR traffic rate matrix associated with each IP router. Consider the following traffic rate matrix shown in (1), which is used to configure crossbar switch A in the multicast tree in Fig. 2 . Input port 3 is configured to transmit to output ports (2, 4, 5, 7) , at the rate of 48 cells per frame. Assuming a line-rate of 10 Gbps, a frame size of , and 64-byte cells, then each cell reservation provides a guaranteed rate of 10 Mbps between an IO pair. Using the traffic rate matrix in (1), input port 3 reserves 48 cell reservations per frame for each output port 2, 4, 5 and 7, as can be seen by observing row 3 of the matrix. Therefore, input port 3 will transmit cells to output ports (2, 4, 5, 7) at the rate of :
(1) Let denote the problem of scheduling the traffic matrix given a frame of length time-slots. The low-jitter scheduling algorithm in [42] - [44] recursively partitions the matrix M in (1) to yield 2 smaller scheduling problems and , where representative matrices M1 and M2 are shown in (2) . Each smaller scheduling problem contains approximately one half of the original time-slot reservation requests, and has as smaller scheduling frame of length time-slots to realize these reservation requests. Repeated application of the relatively fair recursive partitioning described in [42] - [44] will result in a sequence of partial or full permutation matrices which determine the IQ switch configurations, called the frame transmission schedule. Due to the relatively fair recursive partitioning, the service a traffic flow receives in each half of the frame schedule will be relatively fair, and the delay jitter will be relatively small. (2) By applying the resulting pre-computed deterministic frame transmission schedules to each IP router in Fig. 2 , the GR traffic will move through the packet-switched IP multicast tree of Fig. 2 in a deterministic pattern. Therefore, the delivery of a packetized multimedia stream across the IP backbone with very low delay jitter may be possible if 2 conditions can be met: (a) each frame transmission schedule is relatively fair such that no cells wait excessively long for service, and (b) each packet-switched IP router buffers a sufficient number of cells per flow to compensate for any service lead/lag it may experience, which will keep the transmission pipeline active. Furthermore, if (c) the playback buffer at the destination end-user has sufficient buffer space to filter out any residual network jitter, then essentially-zero delay jitter may be achievable. Under these conditions, packets or cells in a multimedia flow will be transmitted through each IP router in a multicast tree in an IP or MPLS backbone in a deterministic pattern, where the end-to-end delay and jitter are deterministically bounded. The real challenge is to find a good guaranteed-rate scheduling algorithm with low computational complexity, with low speedup requirements and with low delay jitter, which can be incorporated into an IP router. The GR scheduling algorithm proposed in [42] - [44] is computationally very efficient and offers very low delay jitters and is explored in this paper.
Section II describes video traffic model. Section III describes some prior guaranteed-rate scheduling algorithms from the literature. Section IV describes the low-jitter scheduling algorithm presented in [42] - [47] in more depth. Section V describes the IP multicasting and network simulation environment, and presents detailed simulation results on traffic delivery through one IP router. Section V presents detailed statistics on queue occupancies and inter-arrival time distributions, on selected IP routers and links in the multicast tree of Fig. 2 . Section VI contains concluding remarks.
II. VIDEO TRAFFIC MODEL
Cisco Systems estimates that up to 200 video channels requiring 750 Mbps may be distributed over the IP backbone to support emerging IPTV applications [2] . To gather realistic data for our simulations, a high definition video stream entitled 'From Mars to China' available at the University of Arizona [17] web-site was processed. The video stream includes 51 K video frames which arrive at the rate of 30 video frames/sec. The minimum, mean and maximum video frame sizes are 20 K, 80 K, 320 K bytes respectively, illustrating a very bursty behavior. We assume these video frames are disassembled into fixed-size 64-byte cells before transmission into the IP multicast tree. These video frame sizes correspond to a mean of 1,280 cells per video frame, with a minimum and maximum of 320 and 5,120 cells per video frame respectively. The single video stream has a compression ratio of 154, with a mean bit rate of 4.85 Mbps, and a peak bit rate of 78 Mbps. To simplify the terminology, define this data to represent a single 'video channel'. A 'video stream' consists of the aggregation of 1 or more video channels.
The Arizona web-site [17] provides video frame size statistics for only one high-definition video channel. According to Cisco, a typical service provider may multicast 200 MPEG2 digital video channels, each at a mean rate of 3.75 Mbps, for an aggregate stream traffic rate of 750 Mbps [2] . In this paper, we assume 75 high-definition video channels are to be multicast, each with a 4.63 Mbps average rate, for an aggregate stream traffic rate of 347.4 Mbps. To achieve the statistics for the 75 video channels used in our network simulations, the single video channel data from [17] was re-used; Each simulated video channel, from 1 75, was assigned a random starting video frame number from 1 51 K, and the video frame size sequence for the single video channel in [17] was reused in a circular manner. Table I lists some properties of the single video channel and several aggregated video traffic streams. The single video channel has a mean data rate of 4.632 Mbps, with a peak rate of 74.82 Mbps. In Table I , the ratio of the peak-to-mean rates is an indication of the burstiness of the traffic. The single channel has a ratio of 16.15, indicating a high degree of burstiness. Referring to Table I , the aggregated stream of 75 channels has an aggregate data rate of 347.4 Mbps, with a peak rate of 601.3 Mbps. The ratio of peak-to-mean rates is 1.731, indicating a considerable reduction in burstiness. Fig. 3 illustrates visually the effect of aggregation of multiple video channels on the burstiness of the aggregated video stream. Fig. 3(a) illustrates the instantaneous bandwidth versus time, for the aggregation of 25, 50 and 75 video channels. The aggregation of multiple video channels into a single stream results in a proportionally higher mean rate, and a much lower ratio of the peak-to-mean rates. Fig. 3(b) illustrates the instantaneous normalized bandwidth versus time for the same aggregated streams. The mean rate of each stream has been normalized to 1, and the reduction in burstiness when many video channels are aggregated is evident. Video traffic is generally considered to exhibit trends of self-similarity, i.e., it exhibits burstiness and correlations which can be observed over several different time scales. It is known that the aggregation of self-similar traffic generally yields self-similar traffic, which also exhibits burstiness over large time-scales. Fig. 3(b) illustrates that the correlations and burstiness of the aggregated video stream does decrease significantly, however it still appears to exhibit some self-similar behavior.
There are several methods to handle bursty traffic at the source of the network [48] , [49] : (a) A Leaky/Token Bucket traffic shaping module can be used at the source to smoothen bursty traffic to conform to an appropriate mean traffic rate, which will introduce an application-specific delay at the source which is independent of the network [48] , [49] ; (b) The IP routers along a path can be configured to provide GR bandwidth sufficient to meet the peak traffic rate of a flow, minimizing the delay contribution at the source; and (c) The intermediate IP routers can be configured to provide GR bandwidth sufficient to meet the average rate of a flow, and bursts are left to be handled by the best-effort dynamic packet scheduler within each IP router, which will introduce a delay and jitter contribution in each the IP routers. Assume method (a) is used here, consistent with [48] , [49] which use method (a) to determine theoretical delay bounds for an end-to-end path of OQ switches using a Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) scheduling algorithm. However, method (b) can also be used if the application warrants that bursts be preserved across the Internet.
Referring to Fig. 2 , assume that the 75 video channels are available at the root of the IP multicast tree for distribution, consistent with Cisco's assumptions [2] . The aggregated stream of 75 channels has an average data rate of 347.4 Mbps, and a peak rate of 601.3 Mbps, and the IP multicast tree must be provisioned to support this traffic. There are several choices of Token Bucket traffic shaper parameters and IP tree provisioning parameters that will yield acceptable solutions. In this paper, we assume that the IP multicast tree is provisioned such that the average data rate of the aggregated video stream (347.4 Mbps) consumes 72% of the provisioned tree link capacity, thereby providing 28% excess capacity for bursts. Therefore, the IP multicast tree must be provisioned to support 480 Mbps of guaranteed rate traffic on every link in the tree. Given the line-rate of 10 Gbps and the use of 64-byte cells, this guaranteed rate requires the transmission of 48 cells per scheduling frame of length 1024, or 4.7% of the line-rate. Observe from Table I that the maximum (burst) data rate of the aggregated stream equals 601.3 Mbps, which exceeds the provisioned Guaranteed Rate of 480 Mbps. Therefore when bursts of cells arrive at the traffic shaping module, these cells will be temporarily stored in the traffic shaping module, and will be released into the network at the maximum data rate of 480 Mbps.
The root of the multicast tree has a Token Bucket traffic shaper module, with a token bucket depth of zero and with infinite storage capacity for video cells. The module is configured for a maximum data rate of 480 Mbps. Assume that video frames associated with any one video channel will arrive to the traffic shaper queue at the fixed rate of 30 frames per second. The frame arrival rate for the aggregated stream of 75 channels is therefore 2,250 video frames per second, with an average inter-arrival time (IAT) of . To simplify the network simulation model, assume that video frames arrive to the traffic shaper module at a constant rate of 2,250 frames/sec, with an . The arriving traffic is quite bursty, given that each video frame has a mean size of 1,280 cells, with a min/max size of 320/5,120 cells respectively. Cells are allowed to depart the shaper module at the maximum rate of 2,250 cells/sec, when cells are available.
The root node A in Fig. 2 implements a 1-to-4 multicasting of the cells arriving on input port 3. These cells appear on output ports 2, 4, 5 and 7. The nodes D and H in the tree in Fig. 2 implement 1-4 and 1-3 multicasting as well. There are potentially hundreds or thousands of aggregation nodes in the IP multicast tree, distributing content to potentially hundreds of thousands, or millions, of end-users (i.e., households). Each end-user node has a playback buffer which receives the video cells corresponding to one selected video channel. The purpose of the playback queue is to filter out residual network-introduced jitter and deliver reconstructed video frames to the end-user with very low delay jitter. In an ideal situation, the playback buffer will reconstruct a video frame for the desired video channel at the rate of 30 frames per second, at each destination IP router. Each video frame must be reconstructed from numerous 64-byte cells.
IP networks typically transmit variable-size IP packets. Packets are typically disassembled into fixed sized cells at the input size of each IP router, and IP packets are re-assembled at the output size of the IP router, before they are transmitted to the next IP router. The use of variable-size IP packets typically leads to large delays and jitter associated with disassembling and re-assembling IP packets in each IP router. In this paper we assume an IP/MPLS technology, where all IP packets carrying video data have a fixed size of 64 bytes. IP packets are disabled once at the ingress router and reassembled once at the egress router of an MPLS domain. This assumption eliminates the need to repeatedly disassemble and re-assemble large IP packets at each IP router, and reduces the delay and jitter in each IP router.
III. PRIOR GUARANTEED-RATE SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
Several schemes have been proposed for scheduling GR traffic through an IQ packet switch [32] - [41] , which are briefly reviewed. In the Birkoff von-Neuman (BVN) scheme proposed in [37] , [38] , a doubly stochastic traffic rate matrix is decomposed into a sequence of permutation matrices and associated weights. These matrices are then scheduled using the GPS or WFQ algorithm [48] , [49] , to determine the sequence of switch configurations which meet the GR traffic requirements. Each switch configuration is used to configure the packet switch for one time-slot. Best-Effort IP traffic can then use any switching capacity not used by GR traffic. BVN decomposition has a time complexity of and is generally considered too slow for use in real-time packet-switched IP routers.
The problem of scheduling traffic through an IQ packetswitched IP router, while attempting to simultaneously minimize the service lag among multiple competing IP flows and to minimize the speedup, was considered in [35] . A doubly stochastic traffic rate matrix is first quantized to contain integer values and then decomposed into a series of permutation matrices and associated weights, which then must be scheduled. With speedup between 1 and 2, the maximum service lag over all IO pairs is bounded by time-slots. According to [35] A greedy scheduling algorithm with the goal to minimize delay jitter among simultaneous competing IP flows through an Input-Queued packet-switch was introduced in [39] , [40] . The low-jitter GR traffic is constrained to be a relatively small fraction of the total traffic. The delay and jitter minimization problem is first formulated as an integer programming problem which is shown to be NP-hard. They then formulate a greedy low-jitter decomposition with complexity time. The resulting schedule requires a worst-case speedup of . Hard analytic bounds on the jitter were not available.
A heuristic scheduling algorithm for multicasting cells in an IQ switch is described in [23] . The heuristic algorithm is validated through extensive simulations in [23] . The input queues were configured to have infinite capacity, so that no cells would be dropped. Cell latencies through one IP router were reported: Latencies varied from as low as 1 time-slot at very light loads, to 1000 time-slots at heavy loads.
IV. LOW-JITTER GR SCHEDULING
An packet switch has input and output ports, and an associated traffic rate matrix. Each input port for has Virtual Output Queues, one for each output port , . The GR traffic requirements for an packet switch can specified in a doubly substochastic or stochastic traffic rate matrix :
Each element represents the fraction of the transmission line rate reserved for GR traffic between IO pair . The transmission of cells through the switch is governed by the frame transmission schedule, also called a 'frame schedule'. In an 8 8 crossbar switch with time slots per frame, the minimum allotment of bandwidth is of the line rate, which reserves one time-slot per frame on a recurring basis. Define a new quantized traffic rate matrix where each traffic rate is expressed as an integer number times the minimum quota of reservable bandwidth: Several of the following definitions will be useful (see [35] , [42] , [46] for similar definitions).
Definition: A "Frame transmission schedule" of length is a sequence of partial or full permutation matrices (or vectors) which define the crossbar switch configurations for time-slots within a scheduling frame. Given a line-rate , the frame length is determined by the desired minimum quota of reservable . To set the minimum quota of reservable bandwidth to 1% of , set , i.e., Definition: The 'Received Service" of a flow with quantized guaranteed rate at time-slot within a frame of length , denoted , equals the number of permutation matrices in time slots , where , in which input port is matched to output port .
Definition: The "Service Lag" of a flow between input port and output port , at time-slot within a frame of length , denoted , equals the difference between the requested quantized GR prorated by , and the received service at time-slot , i.e.,
. A positive Service Lag denotes the case where the received service is less than the requested service, i.e., a cell arrives later than its ideal service time. A negative Service Lag is a Service Lead, where the received service exceeds the requested service, i.e., a cell arrive sooner than its ideal service time.
Example #1: Consider an 8 8 crossbar switch with a frame size of , operating at 100% utilization for GR traffic, a very heavy and worst-case load. Application of the scheduling algorithm in [42] - [44] on 1,000 randomly generated fully-saturated traffic rate matrices yields the results in Fig. 4 and Table II . Each matrix represents 64 simultaneous GR traffic flow requirements, and all 1,000 matrices represent 64,000 GR traffic flow requirements to be met. Each flow contains on average 128 cells, so that the 1,000 matrices represent million cells to be scheduled. Fig. 4 illustrates the normalized received service for the 8 8 packet switch. The solid diagonal line represents ideal normalized service time, where the actual departure time of cell equals the ideal departure time of . The upper/lower dashed diagonals represent a service lead/lag of . The received service is normalized by the IIDT, such that a cell which departs after its ideal departure time has a service lag of 2. Table II illustrates statistics on the observed 'Inter-Departure Times' (IDTs) for selected classes of flow. A flow which reserves time-slots per frame is said to belong to class . The IIDT for each flow class is shown in column 2. The observed IDT and the standard deviation are shown in columns 3 and 4. The minimum and maximum observed IDTs are shown in columns 5 and 6, expressed in time-slots and in terms of IIDTs. The minimum service lead and the maximum service lag are shown in columns 7 and 8, expressed in terms of IIDTs. Observe that (a) the average observed IDT equals the IIDT, and that (b) the standard deviation of the cell IDT is very small, typically equaling about one half of the IIDT, for every class of flow shown. Table I indicates that cell departures tend to be evenly distributed over the frame. Table I is consistent with theoretical bounds on the service lead and lag established in [42] , [43] .
The results in Fig. 4 and Table II indicate that the service lead/lag of the scheduling algorithm are small, and suggests that GR traffic can be transported across the IP backbone with very low delay jitter provided each IP router has sufficient buffer space to compensate for any service lead/lag it may experience. According to Fig. 4 and Table II, Assume that every other incoming and outgoing link in each IP router will be 100% saturated with other GR traffic. This assumption represents a very heavy load for GR traffic, not likely to be seen in a real IP network. Given this worst-case load, the IP routers should find it more challenging to schedule the traffic to meet QoS guarantees.
The performance of the packet-switched IP multicast tree was evaluated using a discrete-event simulator written in the C programming language, with over 20,000 lines of code. The simulation was run on a large cluster-based supercomputing system in the Dept. of ECE at McMaster University, with 160 dual processing nodes running the LUNIX operating system. Each dual-processor node has a clock rate of 1-2 GHz and between 1-2 GB of memory. A central dispatcher assigns tasks to processors to exploit parallelism. Table III presents statistics on the number of late video frames delivered at an end-user, versus the Playback queue depth at the end-user. Each row in Table III represents a distinct playback queue depth in milliseconds, while each column exhibits the number of late video frames observed along a specific path of the IP multicast tree. Each entry was obtained by the simulation of 60 seconds of real video traffic from the aggregated traffic stream, i.e., real video frames, and was repeated 15 times to compute a standard deviation. From Section II, recall that each video frame represents on average 1,280 cells, so that each entry in Table II represents the simulation of billion cells on average. Table III has 50 entries, representing the simulation of 129.6 billion cells. The entire simulation was distributed over the 160 nodes in our computing cluster, and represents an aggregate simulation time of over 500 CPU hours. The IP routers were configured with randomly generated doubly stochastic traffic rate matrices that were fully saturated, and which supported the multicasting required for the IP multicast tree in Fig. 2 .
The criterion for correct delivery of a video frame was as follows: Video frames are delivered to the end-user at the ideal rate of 30 video frames/second, after the playback queue has buffered up data during its initialization period. The duration of the initialization period is called the playback Q depth in Table III . A video frame which could not be delivered at its scheduled delivery time was classified as late. Five specific paths through the IP multicast network in Fig. 2 were simulated, paths AB, ADF, ADHL, ADHK, and ADHJ, to observe the statistical behavior of the broadcast traffic stream at varying distances from the root of the tree. Referring to Table III and assuming a playback Q depth of 5 milliseconds, 2,317 video frames which traversed path AB were observed to be late at the destination playback buffer, corresponding to a late frame rate of 1.72 percent. Along paths ADHL, ADHK and ADHJ, the observed late frame rates were also 1.72 percent. The late frame rate is essentially independent of the distance of the end-user from the root of the multicast tree. Assuming a playback Q depth of 10 milliseconds, the late frame rates along the same 4 paths are essentially identical and equal to 0.014 percent. Using a playback Q depth of 15 milliseconds or greater, no late video frames were observed on any path. Table III illustrates that numerous video streams can be multicast over an IP/MPLS network, with essentially-zero delay jitter and essentially-zero cell loss rate at each receiver, using a relatively small playback Q depth of 15 milliseconds. Recall that each of the 50 entries in Table III represents the simulation of 15 minutes of the aggregated traffic stream, representing 2.592 billion cells, using real video trace data provided by [21] , resulting in fairly small standard deviations. Fig. 5(a) illustrates the occupancy of the shaper queue and playback queue versus time, along path ADHJ, assuming a playback Q depth of 15 millisec. The shaper queue begins receiving video frames at time , and exhibits a step increase as each video frame arrives, with a magnitude proportional to the number of cells in the video frame. Thereafter, video frames arrive every , i.e., every 0.444 millisec. The shaper queue occupancy (in cells) also decreases linearly with time in between arrival instances, corresponding to the departure of cells into the IP network at the guaranteed rate of 480 Mbps. Observe that the shaper queue often empties before the next video frame arrives, indicating that the provisioned guaranteed traffic rate of 480 Mbps on the broadcast tree is sufficient to handle this aggregated traffic stream rate of 347.3 Mbps.
The playback Q is initially empty at , and receives cells corresponding to one video stream out of the 75 aggregated video streams being broadcast. (We assume each video channel will have its own playback Q.) The playback Q exhibits a linear increase in cell occupancy starting at as it receives cells from the IP multicast tree. After the initialization period of 15 millisec, the playback queue begins to release reconstructed video frames at the fixed rate of 1 video frame every 33.3 millisec. It exhibits stepwise decreases in the cell occupancy count, with a magnitude proportional to the number of cells in each video frame, as these video frames are released to the end-user.
Observe that the playback Q never becomes empty, i.e., it always has a sufficient number of stored cells to be able to deliver video frames at the guaranteed rate of 1 frame every 33.3 millisec. Fig. 5(b) illustrates the probability density function (PDF) for the discrete occupancy of the playback queue in cells, assuming a playback queue depth of 15 millisec. The average number of cells is approx 10,000, with a min/max of 4,000/16,000 cells respectively. Each video frame requires an average of 1,280 cells, indicating that the playback Q stores on average of 7.8 video frames of data. Fig. 4 and Table II , which indicated that each flow will buffer 4 cells in an IP router on average. Fig. 6(a) illustrates the PDF for the distribution of the number of cells from the aggregated video stream queued in each of the 3 selected IP routers in Fig. 2 , along path ADH. The number of cells queued in each router is small, 2 cells on average per multicast output port, and the distribution is tight, i.e., the deviation from the mean is small. No router buffers more than 6 cells per multicast output port for this aggregated flow. These curves indicate that the cells move at a relatively consistent rate through the IP network. Fig. 7(a) illustrates the IAT PDFs of cells arriving to 3 playback queues at different depths of the tree in Fig. 2 , along paths AB, ADF, and ADHJ. The IATs vary from between 0.25 and 2.5 IIDTs, indicating a relatively small jitter along any path. Fig. 7(b) illustrates the IAT PDF of video frames delivered to the end-users from the playback buffers at nodes B, F and J, of the multicast tree in Fig. 2 . Fig. 7(b) illustrates that the IAT is exactly 33.3 millisec and that the delay jitter is precisely zero. The playback Q has reconstructed the video frames, filtered out the residual network jitter and delivered video frames to the destination IP routers in the multicast tree with essentially-zero delay jitter, with a relatively small playback Q depth of 15 millisec. This result is consistent with Table III , which indicated that the delay jitter is precisely zero when the playback queue depth is 15 millisec.
VI. CONCLUSION
A technology to multicast multimedia streams such as IPTV over a packet-switched Internet backbone with essentially-zero delay jitter and essentially-zero packet loss rate has been presented. A Guaranteed Rate scheduling algorithm [42] - [44] is used to compute deterministic low-jitter transmission schedules for each IQ packet-switched IP router in the multicast tree. The low-jitter GR scheduling algorithm removes much of the cell delay variability associated with the dynamic scheduling algorithms used in existing IP routers, and minimizes the amount of buffering required in the IP routers. Extensive simulations indicate that essentially-zero delay jitter is achievable, as confirmed by theoretical results [42] , [43] , [45] and other experimental results [46] , [47] . The extensive simulations indicate that each IP router typically buffers 2 cells (128 bytes) of video data per output port for the aggregated IPTV flow being multicast, significantly less buffering than current IP routers require. The technology is also applicable to low-jitter multicasting of generic multimedia streams over the Internet, including VOIP, Video-on-Demand, Telemedicine and Telerobotic control over IP.
